Our Internship Program includes a 9 week Monday-Thursday schedule with curriculum and activities curated by practicing engineers. You will be immersed within the division of your focus, working side-by-side engineers to learn and gain knowledge that can only be obtained with hands on experience. You will also have the opportunity to learn about other disciplines and how they relate to each other on a project-level basis. Our training objectives also include hard and soft skills unique to engineering professionals, preparing you to step confidently into an engineering profession after you graduate.

Schedule: June 20 - August 18, 2022

- Introduction / Summer program outline
- Planning / Contracts
- Civil Engineering / Building Codes
- Water/Wastewater Engineering / Technical Writing / Client Communication
- Structural Engineering / Standard of Care
- Electrical Engineering / CA Process
- The Business of Engineering

How to Apply:
Scan here:
Visit our website at: www.summit-sr.com/careers
Or email recruiting@summit-sr.com for more information.

Located in Santa Rosa, CA